MARCO RUBIO MASSIVE FLIPFLOPS
FROM
IMMIGRATION,
AMNESTY, MYSTERIOUS MONEY
BACKERS
http://www.britishpathe.com/video/gog-and
-magog-back-in-london
Prophecy against Gog
Ezekiel 38:10:

‘Thus says the Lord GOD, “It will come about

on that day, that thoughts will come into your mind and you
will devise an evil plan, 11and you will say, ‘I will go up
against the land of unwalled villages. I will go against
those who are at rest, that live securely, all of them living
without walls and having no bars or gates, 12 to capture
spoil and to seize plunder, to turn your hand against the
waste places which are now inhabited, and against the people
who are gathered from the nations, who have acquired cattle
and goods, who live at the center of the world.’…
Since Jeb Bush announced he was pulling out of 2016
Presidential Race it seems establishment GOP has placed their
money on Marco Rubio.
In 2010 Rubio nabbed George P. Bush
Jeb’s son by hispanic migrant workers daughter. Bush family
have deep ties in Texas and Texas A&M.
Interesting is new
Texas A&M campus in Israel.
Those who truly understand
biblical prophecy and true symbolism of “Beast Trade System”,
Great Harlot would understand. With Mitt Romney coming on the
presidential political scene and Rubio’s rejection of Cruz as

VP to take on Trump will Rubio choose Romney and give Poppy
Bush his preferred choice from 2012 election?
The first question is who is Marco Rubio?
Marco Rubio like Raphael “Ted” Cruz has connections with Cuba.
Marco is the son of Cuban immigrants Marlo and Oriales
Garcia. Rubio was born 28 May 1971.
Huffington Post reported. Mario and Oriales, did adopt the
anti-Castro position of many exiles who are opposed to the
communist course taken by the Cuban revolution, the date of
their emigration was not 1959 and the cause of their departure
was not the current Cuban government. They left Cuba in 1956
as exiles from a tyrannical regime; that of Fulgencio Batista
Zaldivar, the right-wing dictatorship that Fidel Castro
overthrew. The tributes paid by Rubio to the thugs who toppled
the second Cuban republic on March 10, 1952 are totally
undeserved, and he knows it. Rubio knows, due to the
experience of his own parents, that when he supported
dedicating the new FIU law school building to Rafael DiazBalart he was paying homage to one of the politicians who
brought an end to representative democracy in Cuba, one of
those truly responsible for the flight of his parents.

So it seems
Ted Cruz and Marco Rubio’s parents supported
opposing dictators during Cuba’s conflicts. Although some
reports say Rubio’s parents returned to Cuba several times
after Castro gained power.
Marco Rubio also lived period
of childhood in Las Vegas, Nevada.

Marco Rubio like Ted Cruz does not meet
constitutional requirements for president

as
stated
in
Article
2
of
U.S.
Constitution and defined by Vittel’s Laws
of Nation.
A Natural Bon Citizen as defined by Vittel’s Laws of Nations
and (LONANG) Laws of Nature and Nature’s God is defined as
born on American soil to U.S. Citizens who must be naturalized
at
the
time
of
presidential
candidates
birth.
http://lonang.com/library/reference/vattel-law-of-nations/vat
t-119/

THE TRUE FOUNDATION OF AMERICAN LAW.
America is being
reshaped and destroyed by silent encroachments of overturning
our foundational laws and foundations as prophesied in Daniel
7:25. We have not only lost our true north we have lost our
identity as a nation allowing consistent changes from our
foundational laws.
http://lonang.com/commentaries/conlaw/organizing/laws-of-natur
e-and-natures-god/
Joseph Story (1779-1845) was an Associate Justice of the
United States Supreme Court and a founder of Harvard Law

School. He was appointed to the Supreme Court in 1811 by the
so-called “Father of our Constitution,” President James
Madison.
“It is indispensable, too, that the
president should be a natural born citizen of
the United States; or a citizen at the
adoption of the constitution, and for fourteen
years before his election. This permission of
a naturalized citizen to become president is
an exception from the great fundamental policy
of all governments, to exclude foreign influence from their
executive councils and duties.
It was doubtless introduced (for it has now become by lapse of
time merely nominal, and will soon become wholly extinct) out
of respect to those distinguished revolutionary patriots, who
were born in a foreign land, and yet had entitled themselves
to high honours in their adopted country. A positive exclusion
of them from the office would have been unjust to their
merits, and painful to their sensibilities.
But the general propriety of the exclusion of foreigners, in
common cases, will scarcely be doubted by any sound statesman.
It cuts off all chances for ambitious foreigners, who might
otherwise be intriguing for the office; and interposes a
barrier against those corrupt interference’s of foreign
governments in executive elections, which have inflicted the
most serious evils upon the elective monarchies of Europe.
Germany, Poland, and even the pontificate of Rome, are sad,
but instructive examples of the enduring mischief’s arising
from this source.”
~Supreme Court Associate Justice Joseph Story in his
Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States (3
vols., 1833), on why the Framers included the grandfather
clause.
Joseph Story (1779-1845) was an Associate Justice of the
United States Supreme Court and a founder of Harvard Law

School. He was appointed to the Supreme Court in 1811 by the
so-called “Father of our Constitution,” President James
Madison.

RUBIO FLIP-FLOPS ON RELIGION AND FAITH.
Rubio has changed his religious beliefs several times and went
from Catholic, to Mormon to undenominational.
Will Rubio
revert back to Mormonism since Mitt Romney announcement to
enter 2016 GOP presidential race to save GOP establishment
party?

MARCO
RUBIO
IMMIGRATION.

FLIP-FLOP

ON

In 2013 Rubio created a firestorm when one of his aides
claimed that immigration reform is necessary because some
American workers “just can’t cut it.”
Marco Rubio was chosen on the “Gang of Eight”
“The accumulation of all powers, legislative, executive, and
judiciary, in the same hands, whether of one, a few, or many,
and whether hereditary, self-appointed, or elective, may
justly be pronounced the very definition of tyranny.”
Federalist Paper #47
ICE President Chris Crane called Marco Rubio betrayed ICE.
Chris Crane who is 13 year ICE agent and military veteran.
Marco Rubios consistent flip-flop on immigration and amnesty

is consistent throughout his short poltiical career.
GOP’s “religious” roundtable political candidates have not
lived up to their promises as the left wing of this two-party
system John Adams warned would destroy the republic. It has
now been revealed Sen.
As stated in video below under
constitutional law had H.W. Bush and Congress not voted their
powers of naturalization away in 1991 hiring illegal
immigrants when Americans are out of work is unconstitutional.
Federal Immigration and Nationality Act Section 8 USC
1324(a)(1)(A)(iv)(b)(iii) prohibits transfer or hiring
illegals.

Rubio’s hand in massive replacement of American workers in
Florida even with Disney executive workers in his continued
support for H1B Visas. Rubio’s backers and his support in
advancing massive H1B visa have led to massive construction
and agricultural jobs for Americans in Florida and throughout
U.S.

while he’s served as Florida Senator.

RUBIO’S GOG MONEY BACKERS
Marco money backers range from mysterious “hush
of ad campaigns to frontmen with ties to George
Rothschild’s.
In 2012 Rubio was fined $8K
violations. In fact the massive corrputions of
political career exposed in 2012.

money” funding
Soros and even
for campaign
Marco Rubio’s

Hedge-fund billionaire Paul Singer’s decision to throw his
financial weight behind the donor-class 2016 favorite, Sen.
Marco Rubio (R-FL) has sparked fresh questions about Rubio’s
coziness with the financial interests funding his career.
Singer was a major financial force behind the Rubio-Obama

amnesty and immigration expansion push in 2013.
Cesar Conda – Marco Rubio’s chief of staff worked

Cesar Conda is Marco Rubio’s Chief of Staff. He recently made
his Tweets private (protected) so the general public can’t
ready them. Cesar Conda has been pushing amnesty for illegals
on Twitter and elsewhere as Marco Rubio’s PR agent. Conda, who
is an immigration lawyer, went to work for George Soros before
becoming Rubio’s Chief of Staf. Cesar Conda worked on the
editorial advisory board of George Soros magazine, The
International Economy Magazine.
Cesar Conda had been spinning lies about the amnesty bill
about how illegal wouldn’t get welfare, wait more than 10
years for citizenship, etc. Those lies have been completely
debunked.
Miami’s Norman Braman is the biggest bucks behind Marco
Rubio. The Forward looked at the top political donors from the
2014 elections and found at least “a third of the most
generous 50 mega-givers were Jewish. In fact, contributions
from Jewish billionaires and multi-millionaires dominated the
top 10 spots on the list.” Norman Braman is Rubio’s ties with
Rothschilds.
http://www.sun-sentinel.com/local/broward/broward-politics-blo
g/sfl-norman-braman-marco-rubio-20150521-story.html

It seems all candidates must sell

themselves to Council on Foreign
Relations (CFR) which Hillary
Clinton stated ran the nation.
Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL), candidate for the 2016 Republican
presidential nomination, joins CBS News’ Charlie Rose to
outline his foreign policy views. Rubio offers a vision of
U.S. foreign policy resting on “three pillars”: preserving
U.S. strength, protecting the U.S. economy, and maintaining
clarity on U.S. values. Over the course of the conversation,
Rubio discusses ongoing areas of interest for U.S. foreign
policy, including the Islamic State group’s rise in the Middle
East, the crisis in Ukraine, the Syrian Civil War, the ongoing
nuclear negotiations with Iran, China’s assertiveness in the
South China Sea, and the threat of global terrorism. Rubio
additionally offers an assessment of U.S.-Cuba relations,
criticizing the Obama administration’s initiative to normalize
relations with the Castro government.
In link below is
Rubio’s speech to CFR with both audio and text.
http://www.cfr.org/united-states/marco-rubios-foreign-policy-v
ision/p36511

DID OBAMA JUST COVER FOR
CLINTON IMMIGRATION TREASON?

“…..The lie can be maintained only for such time as
the State can shield the people from the political,
economic and/or military consequences of the lie.
Joseph Goebbels Nazi Minister of Propaganda

Hillary
Clinton:
Obama
immigration effort ‘historic
step’
OF COURSE HILLARY OBAMA SERVED AS YOUR SCAPEGOAT. IT WAS
CLINTON ADMINISTRATION WHO DID GREAT VIOLATION TO IMMIGRATION
LAWS.
But back in June during illegal children “active
measure” Hillary stated “She’d send them back”. Hillary really

thinks America is so dumbed down from psychological subversion
no one has mental
ability
to fact check her.
With her
millions for “Information Wars” and repealing “Smith-Mundt”
Act she’s got it in the bag. What Hillary is saying is still
too much truth leaking out.
Wondering if HIllary bossing
Obama hurts his ego?

Marbury V. Madison 1863
All Laws contrary to
constitution are “Null and Void”.
Did Congress through the years sign their powers on
Immigration and Naturalization away or was it done by
Executive Order?
First there was Executive Order 12208 Refugee Act delegating
full authority to executive branch deciding refugees into
U.S. Executive Order 12208 changed U.S. immigration laws on
refugees to align with “International Laws”.
Before 1991, naturalization within the United States was a
judicial function exercised since 1790 by various courts
designated in statutes enacted by Congress under its
constitutional power to establish a uniform rule of
naturalization.
During Clinton Administration October 1,
1991, Congress transferred the naturalization authority to the
Attorney General. During Bush #43 administration power was
transferred to Homeland Security.

This has to be why Obama administration got by with threats of
“pink slips” to border agents before election. Chris Crane
sued Homeland Security and Janet Napolitano but no justice
served.
Napolitano stepped down replaced with Muslim

Brotherhood Mohamed Elibiary
Is America seeing some drama
unfold to cover these treasonous acts? This means Elibiary
(Muslim Brotherhood) had full power over immigration and
naturalization during his tenure as Chief of HLS.
Could
Elibiary have organized Boston Bombing after reviving Bush #43
Saudi-Fast Track Visa Program?
Is it any wonder all ties
between terrorism and Islam were de-linked?
Chapter 3: USCIS Authority to Naturalize Revisions and
transfer of power.
October 1, 1991, Congress transferred the naturalization
authority to the Attorney General (now the Secretary of DHS).
USCIS is authorized to perform such acts as deemed necessary
[3]

to properly implement the Secretary’s authority.
In certain
cases, an applicant for naturalization may choose to have the
Oath of Allegiance

[4]

administered by USCIS or by an eligible

court with jurisdiction. Eligible courts may choose to have
exclusive authority to administer the Oath of Allegiance. 
CLINTON HAD TO CHANGE EXISTING IMMIGRATION LAWS TO COMPLY WITH
N.A.F.T.A ACT

Federal Immigration and Nationality Act
Section 8 USC 1324(a)(1)(A)(iv)(b)(iii)
prohibits transfer or hiring illegals.
lii_usc_TI_08_CH_12_SC_II_PA_VIII_SE_1324
The treason and transfer of powers has been bi-partisan
effort.
The above immigration laws speak for themselves.
In November 2002, Congress passed the Homeland Security Act
(116 Stat. 2135), which abolished the Immigration and
Naturalization Service and transferred most immigration
functions to the Department of Homeland Security. This chapter
describes immigration administration after the Homeland
Security Act (HSA).

The 1892 Church of The Holy Trinity vs. U.S.; 143 U.S. 457,
458 Supreme Court Ruling mirrored Federal Immigration and
Nationality Act Section 8 USC 1324(a)(1)(A)(iv)(b)(iii) above.
U.S.; 143 U.S. 457, 458 Trinity Church VS. U.S. resulted in
two part decision since it effected both "churches" and
"immigration". The ruling on immigration of foreign English
pastors for hire was:
"It shall be unlawful for any person, company, partnership,
or corporation, in any manner whatsoever to...in any way
assist or encourage the importation...of any alien
or...foreigners into the United States...under contract or
agreement...to perform labor or service of
any kind". Church of The Holy Trinity vs. U.S.; 143 U.S. 457,
458 (1892).
Ronald Reagan's amnesty changed Geo-political face of
California and electoral votes.
In 1991 Clinton
administration Title 8 Immigration laws were transferred the
"rule of law" to "Attorney General" under Chapter 3 revision
act.
Without revisions on Immigration and Naturalization laws our
progressive economical and immigration crisis was treason.
Proof Homeland Security and rogue religious groups violated
immigration laws. Many of these rogue entities are disguised
under religious groups receiving funding from Presidential
faith-based charities grants.
This executive order revived
under Obama Administration.

In 1929 due to massive immigration War Department DOD
published training manual on immigration. DOD details dangers
of massive immigration and details recommendations for
solution for America’s sovereignty.

1929 DOD War Department Immigration Training Manual

Obama’s blanket Amnesty carry over from previous
administrations.
Obama public announcement his amnesty would fix broken
immigration system. While Jeb Bush ordering GOP to move on
immigration with bi-partisan effort.
The money laundering is hard to track due to money funneled
through various groups with ties to Gamaliel Foundation.
These groups have infiltrated churches and leaders such as
David Gushee writing “Evangelical Manifesto”. Among Gamaliel
leaders receiving Alinsky styled training is Barack Obama and
Mikey Weinstein.
Lawsuits were filed mentioning
money laundering for birth
control by Faith-based charities grants. Gamaliel Foundation
boasts of amnesty accomplishment.
Only Univision carried

Obama’s amnesty speech. Another Gamaliel Alinsky organizer
Rep. Gutierrez told Obama it was time to pay up.
In pre-recorded propaganda speech Obama uses scriptures for
typical Alinsky fourth “Kill Rule”.
“Make the Enemy live up
to his own rules”. Alinsky stated they could literally kill
Christians with this.
Ronald Reagan’s amnesty reshaped
geopolitical face of California with largest number of
electoral votes.
Most widely used mention of bible
scriptures, God or Jesus these days is when used as guilt trip
and reverse psychology.
Romans 13:2 So those who refuse to obey the laws of the land
are refusing to obey God, and punishment will follow.
Leviticus 24:22, NKJV You shall have (the same) law for the
stranger and for one from your own country; for I am the LORD
your God.

